
In this spare but rich exhibition in the newly formatted ‘window 
gallery’ at The Great Highway Gallery, David Kimball Anderson, now 
in his early seventies, revisits a body of work titled “Lantern/Paper”, 
begun in 1979 and completed in 1981, with three new pieces each 
simply titled “Lantern”.

In the exhibition Anderson continues his practice of acknowledging 
artists for whom he has deep appreciation with the inclusion of a 
printed MASSMoCA announcement for a 2016 Richard Nonas 
exhibition. In the forthcoming monograph by Radius Books, “David 
Kimball Anderson, Work, 1969-2017”, the writer Ma Lin 
Wilson-Powell quotes Anderson, “My art parents are Robert 
Grosvenor and Barry Le Va.” In this exhibition he adds Richard Nonas 
to the pair. Anderson historically reveals in his work source material 
and other artists whom he admires.
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A partial provenance of the Lantern work includes: “Sculpture in California, 1975-80”, San Diego Museum of Art, May 18-July 
6, 1980, curated by Richard Armstrong; the permanent collection, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, “Lantern 1”, 1981.

The artist’s statement, simple and concise, mentions his sensation and visceral pleasure of encountering “a singular object or 
text pinned to an expansive white wall”. This sensibility is evident even in the smallest of Anderson’s installations. In the catalog 
for a previous body of work, “to Morris Graves”, 2007-2012, the curator and writer Jim Edwards he writes, “There is a stark 
elegance to his spare installations. Anderson’s ability to strip his subjects down to their essential form, with just an added touch 
of embellishment, has allowed him to walk the fine line between minimalist formal truth and decorative adornment.” 

About the Artist
David Kimball Anderson was the 1973 sole recipient of the SECA Award, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. Anderson was 
included in the 1975 Whitney Biennial, Whitney Museum of American Art, NYC. Anderson has been the recipient of three 
National Endowment for the Arts Individual Fellowships among other grants and accolades.

About the Gallery
The Great Highway is a fine art gallery located in San Francisco’s Outer Sunset district. The gallery was founded by John 
Lindsey, a long time resident of the city with a deep appreciation for images and ideas that explore the intersection of land and 
water in contemporary work. The Great Highway Gallery’s mission is to seek, analyze, support, and promote the work of a 
diverse group of artists who seek sincere authenticity, challenge conventional thinking, amuse us, and push the boundaries of 
today’s creative media. To learn more about the gallery, visit www.thegreathighway.com.    


